The Higgs boson mass of 125 GeV is suggestive of superpartners at the PeV scale. We show that new physics at this scale can also produce active neutrino masses via a modified, low energy seesaw mechanism and provide a sterile neutrino dark matter candidate with keV-GeV scale mass. These emerge in a straightforward manner if the right-handed neutrinos are charged under a new symmetry broken by a scalar field vacuum expectation value at the PeV scale. The dark matter relic abundance can be obtained through active-sterile oscillation, freeze-in through the decay of the heavy scalar, or freeze-in via non-renormalizable interactions at high temperatures. The theory also contains two heavier sterile neutrinos, which can decay before BBN and remain consistent with cosmological observations. The low energy effective theory maps onto the widely studied νMSM framework.
The Higgs boson mass of 125 GeV is suggestive of superpartners at the PeV scale. We show that new physics at this scale can also produce active neutrino masses via a modified, low energy seesaw mechanism and provide a sterile neutrino dark matter candidate with keV-GeV scale mass. These emerge in a straightforward manner if the right-handed neutrinos are charged under a new symmetry broken by a scalar field vacuum expectation value at the PeV scale. The dark matter relic abundance can be obtained through active-sterile oscillation, freeze-in through the decay of the heavy scalar, or freeze-in via non-renormalizable interactions at high temperatures. The theory also contains two heavier sterile neutrinos, which can decay before BBN and remain consistent with cosmological observations. The low energy effective theory maps onto the widely studied νMSM framework.
MOTIVATION
A natural resolution of the hierarchy problem has long pointed to the weak scale as the natural scale for supersymmetry. Weak scale supersymmetry was additionally motivated by the WIMP miracle, which offered a natural explanation of dark matter and its observed abundance. However, the predictions of the most natural setups -a light Higgs boson, weak scale superpartners (in particular stops and gluinos) within reach of the first run of the LHC, and detection of dark matter at direct detection experiments -have all failed to materialize, suggesting that the electroweak scale may be fine-tuned after all, and the scale of new physics may lie elsewhere.
Independent of such preconceived notions of naturalness, the measured mass of the Higgs boson at 125 GeV now provides a direct probe of where this scale might lie. The Higgs mass at one loop with no sfermion mixing in the MSSM is
For tanβ ≈ O(1), the observed Higgs mass is obtained for sfermion masses at 1 − 100 PeV [1] [2] [3] . Even prior to the Higgs mass measurement, there were strong arguments for supersymmetry at such high scales from flavor, CP, and unification considerations [4] [5] [6] [7] . This paper examines whether the neutrino sector and a dark matter candidate can also emerge naturally from the PeV scale. Since neutrino masses require physics beyond the Standard Model, a common origin of the Higgs mass, dark matter, and neutrino masses is an extremely attractive prospect.
The traditional explanation of neutrino masses is a seesaw mechanism, involving right-handed, Standard Model (SM)-singlet sterile neutrinos N i that enable the following terms in the Lagrangian
The first term leads to a Dirac mass between the left and right handed neutrinos once H u obtains a vacuum expectation value (vev), and the second term is a Majorana mass for the sterile neutrinos. If M y H u , the seesaw mechanism gives active neutrino masses at (y H u ) 2 /M . GUT scale seesaw models [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] employ y ∼ O(1) and M ∼ 10 10 − 10 15 GeV, which can explain the small active neutrino masses but does not shed any light on dark matter. The low energy counterpart, with all masses below the electroweak scale, has been extensively studied in the effective framework of the Neutrino Minimal Standard Model (νMSM) [13] [14] [15] , which carries the additional attractive feature of a keV scale sterile neutrino that is a viable warm or cold dark matter candidate. A successful realization of active neutrino masses in the νMSM, however, requires y 2
10
−13 . The purpose of this paper is to explore a modified setup where both active neutrino masses and a dark matter candidate can be realized with predominantly O(1) couplings and the PeV scale, which is motivated by the Higgs mass measurement as the scale of new physics.
Finally, while not the main motivation of this paper, some recent observational hints add further relevance to this study. A 7 keV sterile neutrino dark matter candidate can explain the recent observation of a monochromatic line signal at 3.5 keV in the X-ray spectrum of galactic clusters [16] . The observation of neutrinos with PeV scale energies at IceCube [14, 17] also hint at a possible connection between the neutrino sector and physics at the PeV scale. These can be accommodated in our framework, but are not necessary ingredients, hence we leave this task to a later work.
THE MODEL
As in the νMSM, the neutrino sector is extended by three SM-singlet, sterile neutrinos N i . While the N i are uncharged under the SM gauge group, it is unlikely that arXiv:1412.4791v1 [hep-ph] 15 Dec 2014 they are uncharged under all symmetries of nature, as is traditionally assumed in the seesaw mechanism. For concreteness, assume that the N i are charged under a U (1) , which are ubiquitous in string-inspired models of nature. This immediately forbids the terms in Eq. 2, and the traditional seesaw mechanism does not work. Higher dimensional operators involving the SM and N i fields can be obtained by coupling the N i to other fields charged under the U (1) . Introducing an exotic field φ that carries the opposite charge under U (1) , one is allowed the following higher dimensional operators in the superpotential:
Here x and y are dimensionless O(1) couplings (neglecting possible flavor structure for now), and M * is the scale at which this effective theory needs to be UV completed with new physics, such as the scale of grand unification M GU T or the Planck scale M P . Here we have ignored the (LH u ) 2 /M * term, which is of the same dimension, as it is not large enough to produce the two heavier active neutrino masses, but we note that it can provide the dominant contribution to the lightest active neutrino mass.
If the scalar component of φ obtains a vev at the PeV scale, presumably from the same mechanism that breaks supersymmetry, this breaks the U (1) and (after H u also acquires a vev) leads to the following active-sterile Dirac mass and sterile Majorana mass scales
This results in a modified seesaw mechanism, arising entirely from higher dimensional operators. Below the electroweak scale, the effective theory maps onto the νMSM with the following sterile and active neutrino mass scales:
Note that the two scales are related as
Fixing the parameters of the theory also determines the mixing angle between the active and sterile sectors:
Figure 1 shows possible active-sterile mass scale combinations that result from this framework with M * = M GU T (=10 16 GeV), tanβ = 2 ( H 0 u = 155.6 GeV), and 0.001 < x < 2 for various values of y φ . This exercise suggests that both an active neutrino mass scale of √ 2.3 × 10 −3 eV 2 ∼ 0.05 eV, necessary for consistency with atmospheric oscillation data ∆m 2 atm = 2.3 × 10 −3 eV 2 , and a sterile neutrino mass scale of O(keVGeV), necessary for consistency with dark matter and cosmological observations, can emerge naturally in this framework.
DARK MATTER AND COSMOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS
Sterile neutrinos are constrained by several cosmological and direct observations, which require careful treatment. This section provides a brief overview to demonstrate consistency with these constraints and the viability of dark matter; a more extensive and comprehensive study will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
We denote the sterile neutrino dark matter candidate by N 1 . As N 1 couples extremely weakly to the SM fields and is never in thermal equilibrium in the early Universe, its relic abundance is not set by thermal freeze-out. Under various conditions, our framework allows multiple production mechanisms for N 1 .
Active-sterile mixing: Production through activesterile oscillation at low temperatures, known as the Dodelson-Widrow (DW) mechanism [18] , is an inevitable consequence of mixing with the active neutrinos, and is known to produce warm dark matter with relic density approximately [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] 
Compared to WIMP-motivated cold dark matter (CDM) models, a warm dark matter component might be favorable for a resolution of recent puzzles such as the core vs. cusp problem and the "too big to fail" problem [24, 25] . A combination of X-ray bounds [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] and Lyman-alpha forest data [23, 31, 32] now rule out the prospect of all of dark matter consisting of N 1 produced in this manner. However, N 1 produced through the DW mechanism can still constitute a significant fraction of the dark matter abundance; an analysis in [32] showed that m s ≥ 5 keV warm component constituting ≤ 60% of the total dark matter abundance is consistent with all existing constraints [33] .
Resonant production: The presence of a lepton chemical potential in the plasma can lead to resonantly amplified production of N 1 [34] , producing a colder nonthermal distribution that can help evade the Lymanalpha bounds, thereby accounting for all of dark matter. This, however, requires fine-tuning of the order of 1 in 10 11 in the mass difference between the two heavier sterile neutrinos in order to generate the large lepton asymmetry through CP-violating oscillations [35, 36] . Such approximate degeneracy can also provide a mechanism to generate baryon asymmetry in the Universe.
If the scalar φ has additional interactions (with the Higgs or supersymmetric sector, for example) that keep it in equilibrium with the thermal bath at high temperatures, additional "freeze-in" production mechanisms can contribute to the present abundance of N 1 .
IR freeze-in: Once the scalar field obtains a vev φ , the decay channels φ → N 1 N 1 and respectively, resulting in the accumulation of N 1 through the freeze-in mechanism [37] [38] [39] until the temperature drops below the mass of the parent particle(s). Assuming y < x, the abundance due to φ → N 1 N 1 is [38, 40 ]
For φ /m φ ∼ O(1), x ∼ 1, and φ ∼ 1 − 100 PeV, this can be a significant contribution to the dark matter abundance. Indeed, IR freeze-in through decay of heavy singlets is a widely used production mechanism for sterile neutrino dark matter [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . UV freeze-in: High temperatures in the early Universe can also overcome the 1/M * suppression of nonrenormalizable interactions from the terms in Eq. 3. Dark matter can then be produced through the annihilation processes φ φ → N 1 N 1 , φ H u → ν a N 1 , φ ν a → H u N 1 , and H u , ν a → φ N 1 . Assuming x > y, so that φ φ → N 1 N 1 gives the dominant contribution, the dark matter yield and relic density are approximately [44] [45] [46] In the red region, the lifetime is shorter than the age of the Universe. In the top right white region, the lifetime is shorter than τBBN = 1 s. The lifetime is calculated using several decay channels, following [47] . Dark matter overcloses the Universe in the dark green region. The approximate region ruled out by X-ray constraints using the simple empirical fit in [28] is shown in dark blue. Cyan regions in top right are constraints from direct searches. The light blue shaded regions consist of parameter space where 10 −3 ≤ Ωh 2 ≤ 0.11: the top left region corresponds to DW production, while the bottom right corresponds to IR freezein (for φ = m φ = 100 PeV). Red dots (blue squares) correspond to benchmark scenario A ( B ) from Table I .
If the reheat temperature T RH is sufficiently high, this contribution can also be significant. This UV freeze-in contribution is generally not considered in the νMSM or its singlet extensions and is a novel feature of our use of non-renormalizable operators.
We emphasize that the above formulae for IR and UV freeze-in are only approximate, and several O(1) effects have been ignored. For instance, the dilution of N 1 abundance due to entropy production from the decay of other sterile neutrinos [15] has not been accounted for. Figure 2 explores the various masses and mixing angles for N 1 for which the correct relic density can be obtained. In this figure, resonant production has been ignored, and T RH is assumed to be sufficiently low that UV freeze-in is negligible. The light blue shaded regions represent parameter space where 10 −3 ≤ Ωh 2 ≤ 0.11; two distinct regions occur, corresponding to two distinct production mechanisms. In the top left region, dark matter is produced through the DW mechanism thanks to significant active sterile mixing sin 2 θ ∼ 10 −10 for m s ∼ 1 − 10 keV. In the bottom right region (plotted for φ = m φ = 100 PeV), N 1 is produced via IR freeze-in of φ, where the extremely small mixing angle sin 2 θ ∼ 10
prevents N 1 from decaying into SM fields. Other colored regions denote various constraints; these are described in the figure caption. We note parenthetically here that since the connec-tion to the PeV scale was inspired by considerations of a supersymmetric sector, the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP), if stable under R-parity, can also account for an O(1) fraction of dark matter -cold dark matter in this case -as could axions.
Coming back to the neutrino sector, there are two other sterile neutrinos N 2 , N 3 in the theory to consider. From studies in the νMSM, it is known that these mix with the two heavier active neutrinos to provide their masses. In contrast, the dark matter candidate N 1 cannot fully participate in the seesaw as its long lifetime requirement forces a suppression of its mixing with the active neutrinos, leaving the lightest neutrino essentially massless. These generic features of the νMSM are also present in our framework. The decays of N 2 , N 3 are constrained by several recombination era observables [19, 48, 49, 49] , hence they are generally required to decay before Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN), which forces τ N 2,N 3 1s and m N 2,N 3 O(100) MeV. There are also several direct searches for heavy neutral leptons with significant mixing with active states, resulting in lower bounds on their lifetimes [50] [51] [52] . The BBN and direct search regions are shown in Figure 2 .
The final ingredient in the theory is the scalar φ. In the early Universe, its annihilation and decay can contribute to a frozen-in abundance of N 1 , as discussed earlier. Its present day interactions are all suppressed by the high scale M * and should therefore be too small to probe experimentally, although production in high energy astrophysical processes could lead to rare but possibly observable signatures.
BENCHMARK SCENARIOS
As proof of principle, this section presents two benchmark scenarios in our framework that produce active neutrino masses as well as a sterile neutrino dark matter candidate. We have used the Casas-Ibarra parameterization [53] with a normal hierarchy of active neutrino masses to verify that the measured mass differences and mixing angles of the PMNS matrix can be reproduced.
Restoring the full flavor structure, the neutrino mass matrix is a 6 × 6 entity, with x and y in Eq. 3 now promoted to 3 × 3 matrices X and Y. The neutrino mass matrix reads
The N i basis can be chosen such that X is diagonal. The two benchmark scenarios are listed in Table I . Both use M * = M GU T = 10
16 GeV and tanβ = 2, corresponding to H 0 u = 155.63 GeV. Benchmark A: This scenario has a warm dark matter candidate with mass 8.5 keV, with DW production giving 53% of the observed dark matter abundance. Note that since x ≈ 10 −5 , both IR and UV freeze-in are ineffective, but the LSP from the supersymmetric sector or the axion could account for the remaining fraction of dark matter. The two heavier steriles are at 1 GeV and decay before BBN; the three steriles are plotted as red dots in Figure 2 . The hierarchy of five orders of magnitude in the entries of X is necessitated by the hierarchy between the keV mass of the dark matter candidate and the GeV scale mass of the heavier steriles, which need to be heavy enough to decay before BBN. The entries of Y contain a similar hierarchy to ensure that the dark matter candidate has no significant mixing with the active sector. While a coupling of O(10 −5 ) appears unnatural, recall that such a small coupling already appears in nature in the form of the electron Yukawa, and is therefore perhaps not unrealistic. The lightest active neutrino is essentially massless, as is characteristic in the νMSM with a keV scale sterile neutrino dark matter candidate.
Benchmark B: This scenario assumes that the scalar φ has additional interactions that keep it in equilibrium with the thermal bath in the early Universe. The correct dark matter relic density is achieved through (IR) freeze-in. In contrast to Benchmark A, all entries in X are O(1), and all sterile neutrinos have ∼ 1 GeV mass (represented by blue squares in Figure 2 ). In order to make the dark matter candidate sufficiently long-lived, its mixing with the active neutrinos must be suppressed to essentially zero; this is reflected in the extremely small entries ∼ 10 −10 in the third column of Y. The necessity of such small numbers suggests that the freeze-in mechanism is perhaps not as natural in this framework. However, note that it is admissible to set these numbers to exactly zero, hence this structure could be invoked due to an underlying symmetry, rendering it technically natural. Such considerations are only necessary if we insist on promoting N 1 to a long-lived dark matter candidate; otherwise, O(1) couplings are allowed.
In summary, this paper has presented a new framework that constitutes a realistic description of active neutrino masses and keV-GeV scale sterile neutrino dark matter emerging naturally from new physics at the PeV scale. A more extensive study of the details of this framework, including dark matter, cosmological aspects, and observable signatures, will be presented in forthcoming work. 16 GeV and tanβ = 2, corresponding to H 0 u = 155.63 GeV. Benchmark A contains a keV scale warm dark matter candidate produced through the DW mechanism. Benchmark B consists of a GeV scale candidate produced through freeze-in from φ decay.
